Minutes
Protection Working Group meeting - 14 June 2022
Teams online


Main topics discussed:

- Tour de table, introductory remarks, and agenda points presentation
- RRP indicators to be finalized and developed to the next level
  - GBV - 2 indicators (100k target, 5k target)
  - Protection - 1 indicator
  - No comments on the indicators; indicators are therefore approved and endorsed by PWG members
  - Invitations have been sent for this Thursday for the AAP Task force
  - Any points or questions for agenda, let Kim and Raluca from UNICEF know
  - More extensive discussion to follow on Thursday
- GBV updates
  - In the process to finalize referral pathways in Suceava
    - Challenge: many people staying there or moving to other places, as well as back and forth to Ukraine
  - Expression of interest concluded, several organizations have been selected under UNHCR funding (2 organizations on GBV finalized: (i) Sensiblu Foundation, (ii) Plan International in collaboration with ADRA Romania)
  - Suggestions for organizations to join referral pathways are welcome
  - Alexis brings up question from Fabiana on multiple referral passages: can we centralize all information on one platform and have them accessible in Dopomoha, so POC can directly have this information?
  - UNHCR is in the process of translating in Romanian, Ukrainian, Russian; information is lacking for Suceava
  - Some this information might be used in child protection, PSEA and anti trafficking Task Force as well: there could be one centralized document or 2 documents with some overlapping information
    - Emma: child protection might overlap with anti-trafficking so we should centralize and incorporate into one document
  - GBV pocket guide is being translated in Romanian, English, Ukrainian and Russian versions do exist already
  - Since some information is missing in referral pathways, will be uploaded soon to the Dopomoha platform.
- Next steps
  - Next PWG meeting to be scheduled on 28th June, time TBC
GBV referral pathways document to be uploaded on Dopomoha next week.